
 

 

  
Abstract—Deep Brain Stimulation or DBS is a surgical treatment 

for Parkinson’s Disease with three stimulation parameters: 
frequency, pulse width, and voltage. The parameters should be 
selected appropriately to achieve effective treatment. This selection 
now, performs clinically. The aim of this research is to study chaotic 
behavior of recorded tremor of patients under DBS in order to 
present a computational method to recognize stimulation optimum 
voltage. We obtained some chaotic features of tremor signal, and 
discovered embedding space of it has an attractor, and its largest 
Lyapunov exponent is positive, which show tremor signal has chaotic 
behavior, also we found out, in optimal voltage, entropy and 
embedding space variance of tremor signal have  minimum values in 
comparison with other voltages. These differences can help 
neurologists recognize optimal voltage numerically, which leads to 
reduce patients' role and discomfort in optimizing stimulation 
parameters and to do treatment with high accuracy. 
 

Keywords—Chaos, Deep Brain Stimulation, Parkinson’s 
Disease, Stimulation Parameters, tremor.   

I. INTRODUCTION 
ARKINSON'S disease is the most common movement 
disorder which is seen in old people [1]. It is assumed by 

most neurologists that the reduction of dopamine 
neurotransmitter at some parts of Basal Ganglia causes this 
disease [2]. Tremor is the most important symptom of this 
disease, and results in a rhythmic oscillation with a frequency 
of 4-6 Hz [3]. Usually prescribed Levodopa, a combination of 
dopamine, is the first treatment for this disease [4]. When it 
releases neurotransmitter in the brain, the patients' symptoms 
improve. Unfortunately, brain cells become resistant to this 
substance by passing the time, and treatment stops. 
Consequently, DBS becomes the second method in 
Parkinson's disease treatment [3]. DBS is electrode placement 
in some area of the brain depending on patients' symptoms, 
and high frequency electrical stimulation by a pulse generator 
located under the Clavicle bone [5]. 
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In 1980s, DBS was being used in some new parts of Basal 
Ganglia. Grenoble group for the first time applied high 
frequency stimulation in ventralis intermedius nucleus of the 
thalamus for tremor treatment [6]. After a while other 
disorders like epilepsy, depression, and obsession were treated 
by this method [7]-[8]-[9]. 

Stimulation parameters are frequency, pulse width and 
voltage [10]-[11].  There is not any accurate procedure for the 
optimizing these parameters and regulating them. Now, this 
operation is performed by trial and error method, which leads 
to high cost, patient’s inconvenience and time wasting 
problems. The characteristics of these parameters are degree 
of freedom, unknown effects and complicated responses [12]. 

Mechanism of DBS with high frequency is still unknown, 
but there are some hypotheses to respond. Assuming that 
Parkinsonian tremor is abnormal oscillation in some regions 
of the brain, DBS might act to block or interfere with the 
transmission of oscillatory activity to the motor neurons, or 
DBS acts to desynchronize these oscillators. Another 
hypothesis is that DBS might lead to a change in system 
parameters, and this in turn would lead to a Hopf bifurcation 
in the dynamics so that the abnormal limit cycle associated 
with the tremor would be destabilized. This change in system 
parameters could be related to a gradual change in network 
properties generating the tremor [13]-[14]-[15]. 

 The aim of this research is to obtain some chaotic features 
from patients' clinical data whom were under DBS treatment. 
For every patient chaotic features of tremor in optimal 
voltages were evaluated and compared with those of other 
voltages. These features are: embedding space, embedding 
dimension, correlation dimension, largest Lyapunov exponent, 
entropy and variance of embedding space along with x, and y 
axes. 

 

II.  APPROPRIATE SELECTION OF STIMULATION PARAMETERS 
Electrical stimulation parameters comprise frequency, pulse 

width and voltage that are regulated by a pulse generator 
placed under the Clavicle bone [5]-[10]-[11]. In order to 
obtain satisfactory clinical results, optimal parameters hove to 
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be selected. These days there is not sufficient information 
about the function of these parameters on the patients under 
DBS. In addition to their unknown effects and complicated 
responses, large degrees of freedom is another problem. The 
pulse generator of Medtronic’s Soletra model 7426 and Itrel II  
model 7424 use voltages ranging from 0 to 10.5V in 0.115V 
increments, pulse widths from 60 to 450μs in 30μs 
increments, and frequencies from 2 to 185HZ (5 to 100HZ in 
increments of 5HZ and  2,33,130,135,145,160,170,  and 185 
HZ), so there are  25480 combinations of voltage, frequency, 
and pulse width [12]. 

Anatomical targeting and electrical targeting are effective 
options to select optimal parameters. Anatomical targeting 
includes determining the location of electrode and determining 
the location of current flow depending on which neural 
element (cell or fiber) should be stimulated. Given that 
stimulation parameters are affected by changing the location 
of stimulation, selection of stimulation parameters becomes 
essential [12]-[16]. 

Electrical targeting affects electrical field distribution and 
then stimulation parameters in two ways first by electrode 
geometry, then by electrode location. Every electrode unit 
consists of four cylindrical electrodes positioned in a row [17]. 
Electrode geometries include monopolar, bipolar, tripolar, 
quadripolar, and quintipolar configurations.  Depending on 
each geometry, pulse generator becomes anode and electrodes 
become anode or cathode. For example in a monopolar 
geometry, pulse generator is anode and one of the electrodes, 
depending on the anatomical location of target element, 
becomes cathode. In a bipolar geometry, two electrodes are 
determined as anode and cathode. The current flows from 
anode to cathode, depolarizing the neural elements closest the 
cathode and hyperpolarizing neural elements nearest the 
anode. In monopolar geometry which anode and cathode are 
farther from each other potential distribution occurs in a wide 
area of  tissue. Thus stimulation current has a wider territory 
and stimulation occurs in a wider territory of the tissue. In 
bipolar geometry anode and cathode are closer to each other 
thus potential Distribution is limited to the surrounding area of 
the cathode, and just small area of the tissue around the 
cathode is stimulated, which is known as selective stimulation. 
In tripolar geometry, the stimulation becomes more selective 
[12]. Equation (1) and equation (2) present potential (φ) in 
bipolar and monopolar stimulation respectively. 
 

24
cos

r
Id

πσ
θφ =                                                                         (1)  

 
Where I is current source, d distance between two electrodes, 
θ  angle between direction of d and the point which potential 
is obtaining, σ the conductivity, and r distance from the 
source. 
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=                                                                              (2) 

 
Where variable I is current source, σ the conductivity, and r 

distance from the source. 
According to (1) and (2) more voltage gradient descent in 

bipolar geometry stimulation happens, so it is more selective 
than monopolar one. Equatio (1) indicates voltage gradient 
descent is inversely proportional to the square of distance 
from electrode, but in monopolar stimulation according to (2) 
this descent gradient is inversely proportional to the electrode 
distance. Therefore, by increasing the distance, voltage 
gradient descent in bipolar stimulation is more than 
monopolar stimulation [18]. Thus, it is more selective, and in 
order to reach the clinical advantageous, less stimulation is 
needed in monopolar stimulation, but in bipolar stimulation 
and tripolar stimulation only the target tissue is stimulated. 
Because of selective stimulation and more concentrated 
current neighboring tissues are not stimulated, and it leads to 
less side effects. This is an advantageous of tripolar and 
bipolar stimulation [12]. 

Electrode location is an effective factor on stimulation 
parameters because space distribution of electrical field  
depends on electrical properties of electrode’s neighboring 
tissues. The gray matter of central neural system is isotropic 
(has an equal characteristics in every direction) with 
conductivity around 0.2 s/m, whereas the white matter is 
anisotropic composed of fibers with conductivity around 1s/m 
parallel to the fibers and 0.1s/m perpendicular to the fibers. 
Therefore, according to which tissue type stimulation 
electrodes are located in space distribution of electrical field 
and in turn stimulation parameters change. Now it is clear that 
stimulation parameters selection depends on many factors. 
Since there is little knowledge about DBS mechanism and 
parameter’s function, parameters optimization is not easy. 
These days, selection of these parameters is clinical and is 
done by trial and error method, so it is cost and time 
consuming, and leads to patient’s inconvenience. Therefore, 
determining a method for optimum parameter selection, which 
is done without patient’s interference, is valuable and 
necessary [12]. 

 

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Recording of clinical data 
In this research, nine patients’ fingers tremor signals who 

were under DBS were recorded. The signals were recorded  
without any medicine consumption. Instruments used for this 
recording included: two piezoelectric accelerometers model 
4375, four-channel Amplifier with filtering, A/D card, and a 
computer. 

In order to obtain the tremor signal along with the finger 
and perpendicular to the finger, two accelerometers were fixed 
on the two shafts. The shafts were perpendicular to each other. 
Signals were recorded from that side of body which had 
started tremor first, also thumb or index fingers were selected 
depending on which finger had more tremor. 
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Every patient sat on a chair and his/her hand got fixed on 
the chair arm in a way that patient’s wrist was free. Tremor 
signal was measured by the accelerometers, amplified and 
transmitted to an A/D terminal, and saved in a computer by 
Labview8 software. 

Tremor signal was recorded 3 or 4 times for every patient.  
Frequency and pulse width in every patient’s recordings was 
constant and determined by neurologist whereas voltage was 
variable. One of the voltages was optimal voltage determined 
by neurologist comment. 

B. Data filtering 
After obtaining data it was filtered in several stages, such 

as; 
1) By using a lowpass filter designed in the amplifier 

frequencies higher than 15Hz  were  filtered while recording. 
2) A forth order Butterworth filter was designed and used 

while saving data by Labview8 software, frequencies over 
10Hz were filtered.  

3) Since the frequency of parkinsonian patient tremor is 4 
to 6Hz, an Elliptic bandpass filter designed by Matlab2007 
software was used to filter frequencies lower than 0.5Hz and 
upper than 8Hz. 

C. Chaos features 
In order to get optimal stimulation parameters in a 

nonclinical way, some famous chaotic features were used in 
this research. The features were: embedding space, embedding 
dimension, correlation dimension, largest Lyapunov exponent, 
entropy and variance of embedding space along with x, y 
axes. By Matlab2007 software and Tstools toolbox these 
features were calculated for recorded tremor signals.  

IV. RESULTS 
For one of the patients, embedding spaces at different 

voltages are shown in Fig. 1 and chaos calculated features of 
that patient data are represented in table I. Fig. 1(a), (b), (c) 
are embedding spaces related to frequency of 135Hz, pulse 
width of 60µs for all of them and voltages of 1V, 1.4V, 1.7V 
respectively. For this patient voltage of 1.7V is the optimum 
voltage according to the neurologist comment. As in Fig. 1(a), 
(b), (c) tremor embedding space has an attractor and in Fig.1 
(c) which is related to embedding space of tremor in optimal 
voltage, this attractor is the strongest. This strong attractor can 
help us to recognize optimal voltage from the others. 

 
 
 
  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Embedding spaces of tremor data related to Voltages=1(V), 
1.4(V), 1.7 (V). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

TABLE I 
CHAOTIC FEATURES OF TREMOR DATA AT VOLTAGES=1(V), 1.4(V), 1.7(V) 

Voltage Correlation 
dimension 

Fractal 
dimension 

Entropy Largest Lyapunov 
exponent 

Variance of embedding 
space along with x axes 

Variance of embedding 
space along with y axes 

1 1.8947 1.6105 2.9660 0.0881 0.3242 0.3243 
1.4 1.9478 1.567 2.3647 0.0924 0.2339 0.2340 
1.7 1.8833 1.129 0.5490 0.0508 6.0762e-005 6.0812e-005 
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Regarding the table I the largest Lyapunov exponent is 
positive, which shows the chaotic behavior of tremor signal 
under DBS. Also, entropy value of tremor signal is minimum 
in optimal voltage. Therefore, this minimum value can be 
applied as another technique to find optimal voltage. The 
values of tremor signal embedding space variances along with 
x, and y axes are minimums in optimal voltage. Since 
amplitude of tremor is minimum in optimal voltage because of 
more treatment, so minimum values of variance of  embedding 
space is expected. This value also can be another solution to 
recognize optimal voltage. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
Parkinson’s disease is the most common movement disorder 
that is mostly seen in old people. DBS is the second method 
for treatment of this disease, which is applied after medical 
treatment and includes electrodes placement in the brain and 
electrical stimulation. Electrical stimulation comprises three 
parameters: frequency, pulse width and voltage. In order to 
achieve the best treatment the stimulation parameters should 
be selected properly. This is performed clinically currently by 
trial and error method by neurologists. 
 In this research, the tremor signal was processed after 
recording. Chaotic features of the signals were compared with 
each other at different voltages. The features were embedding 
space, embedding dimension, correlation dimension, largest 
Lyapunov exponent, entropy and variance of embedding 
space along with x, and y axes. 

Some of the chaotic features like entropy and variance of 
embedding space differ remarkably in optimal voltages, which 
leads to recognize the optimal voltage for stimulation without 
patient interference. This method is current paper’s main 
advantageous. 

Since the main cause of this disease and DBS mechanism is 
still unknown, it is expected to obtain numerical methods for 
optimizing stimulation parameters. In order to clinically 
overcome the problems of clinically parameter estimation 
(time and cost consuming and patient’s inconvenience), more 
physiological information shall be gathered.  
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